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Open Letter to the U.S. Ambassador
Your Excellency, Mr. Geoffrey Pyatt,
In this open letter and for National Security reasons,
the included information shall be adequately distorted in order for not revealing the true
identities of third persons mentioned within.
Some of
he U.S. State services enlist involuntarily Greek citizen and then, they employ them in order to
destroy, upon Greek soil, innocent Greek civilians, in order for promoting the U.S.'s influence
upon Greece.
For example, a Greek youngster, during the 80's visited the U.S. in order to make University
studies in physics. At that time, U.S. State services manipulated, by the ordinary method, the
Greek youngster in order to commit an illegal missdeed. Namely, the youngster commited a
fraud which involved fake bank checks. At some time, while that youngster had its vacations in
Greece, it was informed that the Interpol had issued an international notise to arrest it. The
youngster rashed to return to the U.S. and by accepting to become enlisted within U.S. State's
services for resolving the false bank check issue with no negative legal consiquences.
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At the following years and until today the ex-youngster committed extortions, slanderings and
destroyed the lives of innocent civilians, confiscated real estate properties and private
businesses, while being, more or less, under the influence of various psychotropic substansess.
The enlisted ones, do not curry the full responsibilities of their missdeeds as they are bound,
with various ways, by the U.S. State services, and for this reason, they could, and should be
considered as met(h)a-victims.
One such person, the identity of which you can find out by asking the U.S. State's services, is
being used systematically for contributing, along with others, in commiting many catastrophies,
which have already taken place, upon some members of my own family and me, personally.
U.S. State services, along with U.K. State state services are responsible e.g. for the Swanage
insident, the Gounaraki school insident, the 04/1999 insident, my 28 month informal exile and
currently, my recent involuntary reparture from Greece.
The covert violence which is exersized by your State's services, makes, innocent victims,
innocent youndeds, innocent deads and innocent defamed victims.
This kind of behaviour is not expected from an allied Nation.
This kind of behaviour is not expected from a friendly Nation.
This kind of behaviour is not expected from a civilized Nation.
Recently, I was thinking that millions of American solgers fought, during the 2ww, for the
Freedom and lost their own, precious lives. What if, imaginary, one of those heroes could
address to your administration the question, "those attrocities which are being commited by the
U.S.'s services against innocent allies, do they represent the Freedom for which 'we' sacrificed
our precious lives?", then, what might be your answer to 'him'?
28 months of sensless and unjust homelesness means 840 consequitive nights sleeping on a
car driver's seat are too much, for one, to bear.
38 years of sensless and unjust covert violence and a banch of younds are too much, for one,
to bear.
Therefor, from today 16/10/2016 and until:
1. I shall, hopefully, be able to return safelly to my home at Loutra village.
2. Each and every U2RIT services' operative terminates his illegal operation upon the Greek
soil.
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3. The U2RIT services release adequate information and resources in order for the younded
victims of the illegal covert operations to be able to voluntarily, fully recover from their younds.
4. The U2RIT services reveal all the related information they possess in order for the slandered
victims to become reinstated within their own societies.
as an ordinary citizen, I do not comprehend the reasons for your presence upon Greek soil, and
consequently, this presences can not produce pleasent fealings (non Grata) to myself.
Sincerely,
Christos Boumpoulis
Greek (and quasi German) political dissident

Note: the photo was found here
https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/451261575186219008/URRV30kZ_400x400.jpeg
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